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[—] Abstract

In recent years, it has been shown that humans have active brown adipose tissue (BAT)

depots, raising the question of whether activation and recruitment of BAT can be a target

to counterbalance the current obesity pandemic. Here, we show that a 10-day cold

acclimation protocol in humans increases BAT activity in parallel with an increase in

nonshivering thermogenesis (NST). No sex differences in BAT presence and activity were

found either before or after cold acclimation. Respiration measurements in permeabilized

fibers and isolated mitochondria revealed no significant contribution of skeletal muscle

mitochondrial uncoupling to the increased NST. Based on cell-specific markers and on

uncoupling protein-1 (characteristic of both BAT and beige/brite cells), this study did not

show “browning” of abdominal subcutaneous white adipose tissue upon cold acclimation.

The observed physiological acclimation is in line with the subjective changes in

temperature sensation; upon cold acclimation, the subjects judged the environment

warmer, felt more comfortable in the cold, and reported less shivering. The combined

results suggest that a variable indoor environment with frequent cold exposures might be

an acceptable and economic manner to increase energy expenditure and may contribute

to counteracting the current obesity epidemic.

[—] Introduction

Brown adipose tissue (BAT) is a thermogenic tissue, the main function of which is heat

production (nonshivering thermogenesis [NST]) when activated by cold exposure.

Nowadays, it is well recognized that BAT is present and active in human adults (1–3).

Cold-induced BAT activity in humans has been shown by studies determining glucose
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uptake using 2-deoxy-2-[ F]fluoro-D-glucose ([ F]FDG) PET/CT scanning (4–6). It has

also been well established that BAT activity is inversely related to BMI and body fat

percentage, indicating its potential to counterbalance the current obesity pandemic (1, 4,

6). Several studies in humans indeed show that BAT presence and activity are related to

NST (3–5, 7), confirming BAT as a target for increasing energy expenditure.

When unacclimatized animals are placed in a cold environment, they will acutely defend

their body temperature by means of shivering thermogenesis (muscle contractions), which

increases heat production (energy expenditure). However, upon prolonged cold exposure,

shivering will gradually decrease, but energy expenditure remains elevated, indicating

increased NST (8). In rodents, the increase in NST can be fully attributed to BAT (9, 10).

This metabolic adaptation over time is called adaptive thermogenesis (AT). Interestingly, an

older study in humans already showed that prolonged cold exposure (12°C, 8 h/d, 31

days) in healthy men also resulted in a gradual decrease of shivering, while heat

production remained elevated (11). At that time, the tissue responsible for the observed

increased NST in humans was enigmatic, as it was not clear whether human adults

possessed sufficient amounts of active BAT. Nowadays, the presence of BAT in human

adults is undisputed, but evidence that cold acclimation increases BAT presence and

activity is lacking. Nevertheless, human cold acclimation studies show seasonal variation

in NST (12), and interestingly, seasonal variation in cold-activated BAT has been reported

in humans as well (6); the latter indicates the plasticity of BAT. We therefore investigated

the effect of cold acclimation on both NST and BAT presence and activity. Following the

“classical” study of Davis on cold acclimation in humans (11), under slightly less severe

conditions, 17 healthy subjects (age, 23 ± 3.2 years; BMI, 21.6 ± 2.2 kg/m ; and fat

percentage, 22.3% ± 8.1%), of which 9 were female and 8 were male (Table 1), were

acclimated to cold. For 10 consecutive days, subjects were exposed to an environmental

temperature of 15–16°C for 6 hours a day. As main outcome parameters we examined BAT

activation by cold-induced glucose uptake using [ F]FDG-PET/CT (Gemini TF PET-CT;

Philips) imaging and energy expenditure by indirect calorimetry before and after cold

acclimation.
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Subject characteristics
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[—] Results

Increased NST upon cold acclimation. Before cold acclimation, resting metabolic rate

(RMR) was 6.8 ± 1.0 megajoule (MJ) /24 h with females having a significantly lower RMR

(6.2 ± 0.7 MJ/24 h) compared with males (7.6 ± 0.7 MJ/24 h) (P < 0.05). In order to

determine NST, subjects were exposed to mild cold; for this purpose they were wrapped in

a water-perfused suit (ThermaWrap Universal 3166 MTRE; Advanced Technologies Ltd.)

connected to 2 water heating/cooling systems (Blanketroll III; SubZero). This setup is

suitable for use inside the PET/CT scanner. The cooling protocol ensured that subjects

were measured during stable nonshivering conditions. This mild cold condition caused a

significant increase in energy expenditure, both in females and males (to 6.9 ± 1.0 and 8.5

± 0.6 MJ/24 h respectively; P < 0.05; Table 2). Cold acclimation increased NST

significantly from 10.8% ± 7.5% before to 17.8% ± 11.1% after (P < 0.01) (Figure 1), but

no significant change in RMR occurred (P > 0.05) (Table 2). Despite the metabolic

adaptation found after cold acclimation, no changes in the time until shivering were

observed (50 ± 11 and 51 ± 12 minutes before versus after the cold acclimation period; P

> 0.05), and similar suit temperatures during the mild cold conditions were used (25.4 ±

1.8 and 25.8 ± 1.6°C before versus after cold acclimation; P > 0.05). Therefore, the same

mild cold stimulus (absolute suit temperature) resulted in a higher metabolic response after

cold acclimation. The absence of changes in shivering threshold might be explained by the

relatively short-term and intermittent cold challenge used in this protocol. Another

explanation is that body temperature distribution might have changed. No sex differences

in NST were observed; NST in females was 11.0% ± 9.8% before and 15.9% ± 10.7%

after the cold acclimation, whereas in males an NST of 11.6% ± 4.3% before and 20.3% ±

12.0% after was found (P > 0.05).
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Individual data of BAT activity and NST before and after cold acclimation.

Detectable BAT volume and NST increased significantly upon the cold acclimation

period. A significant relation is found between NST and BAT activity. (A) Individual

data on BAT activity. Left panel: detectable BAT volume (cc); middle panel: glucose

uptake rate (μmol/min/100 g); right panel: NST (%). Please note that detectable BAT
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volume is an overestimation of true active BAT volume. (B) Relation between NST

and BAT. Left panel: NST expressed as percentage and BAT activity as SUV mean;

right panel: NST expressed as percentage and BAT activity as SUV max. (C)

[ F]FDG-PET images of the upper body after cold exposure in a female (top) and a

male subject (bottom), before (pre) and after (post) cold acclimation. Main BAT

locations are indicated with black arrows; additionally, paravertebral BAT is

activated. (D) Transversal CT (top) and PET/CT fusion (bottom) slice of the

supraclavicular region demonstrating [ F]FDG-uptake in BAT locations (white

arrows) after cold exposure, both before and after the cold acclimation period.
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BAT activity and energy expenditure under thermoneutral conditions and during

mild cold exposure, before and after cold acclimation

BAT recruitment after cold acclimation. Retrospective studies have suggested a higher

prevalence of BAT in females (13); however, the results of the present study do not confirm

this. Thus, cold-activated BAT activity before acclimation was 2.3 ± 0.9 mean standard

uptake value (SUV mean; uptake kBq/ml/injected dose [kBq]/patient weight [g]),

“detectable” (PET-based) BAT volume was 556 ± 448 cc, and glucose uptake rate was 5.4

± 3.1 μmol/min/100 g in females, whereas male values were not statistically different (2.6 ±

0.3 SUV mean, 788 ± 452 cc, and 8.5 ± 2.0 μmol/min/100 g, P > 0.05; Table 2). Since we

did not observe sex differences in BAT activity values before cold acclimation, the

combined results will be presented below. Before cold acclimation, 94% (16 out of 17) of

the subjects showed cold-activated BAT depots, and after cold acclimation, 100% BAT

prevalence was observed. Cold acclimation increased upper body BAT activity from 2.4 ±

0.7 to 2.8 ± 0.5 SUV mean (P < 0.01) and detectable BAT volume expanded from 665 ±

451 cc before to 913 ± 458 cc (P < 0.01) afterwards. Analysis of dynamic PET/CT imaging

of the supraclavicular region revealed that upon cold acclimation, glucose uptake rate did

not increase significantly (6.9 ± 3.0 vs. 7.6 ± 2.5 μmol/min/100 g; P > 0.05). One subject

showed a negative NST both before (–10.5%) and after (–5.2%) cold acclimation, which

can be due to low or no NST in combination with lower temperatures of the extremities,

causing a drop in metabolism in these regions (Arrhenius law) (14). Interestingly, this was
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also the subject in which no BAT could be detected before the cold acclimation period and

who only showed a small increase of BAT upon cold acclimation. Increase in NST was not

related to increase in BAT. However, before cold acclimation, there was a significant

positive relation between NST and BAT activity (r  = 0.78; P < 0.01) and NST and maximal

BAT activity (r  = 0.55; P < 0.01). After acclimation, NST was still related to maximal BAT

activity (r  = 0.32, P < 0.05; Figure 1B). Taken together, these results indicate that human

BAT is recruited upon chronic cold stimulation, as in rodents. A significant increase in

detectable BAT volume was found, which indicates that more brite or brown adipocytes

were activated. The increased maximal glucose uptake (SUV max) in BAT upon cold

acclimation indicates an increased metabolic activity of existing BAT. In parallel, NST

increased, suggesting involvement of BAT. An individualized cooling protocol was used for

the determination of NST and BAT activity; however, the cold acclimation was fixed at

16°C, since this has previously been shown to increase cold-induced energy expenditure

(15). No correlation was found between suit temperature and BAT activity and suit

temperature and the subjective responses. Moreover, no correlations were found between

sensation scores completed during cold acclimation and (the change in) BAT activity.

Therefore, we were not able to show a correlation between the magnitude of the cold

experience and BAT recruitment.

The role of skeletal muscle respiration in cold-induced thermogenesis. Besides BAT,

skeletal muscle (SM) is an alternative putative tissue for NST. Particularly, studies in

animals identified mitochondrial uncoupling (proton leak) in SM as a source of heat

production in response to cold (16, 17). In humans, it has been shown that SM can be

responsible for a 40% increase in total body energy expenditure after epinephrine infusion

(18). More recently, we showed in cold-exposed humans that NST is significantly related to

estimates of mitochondrial uncoupling in SM, supporting a role for SM in human NST (19).

To investigate the role of SM during cold acclimation, we first measured SM respiration in

permeabilized muscle fibers using a multisubstrate protocol, similarly to our previous

study (19). Samples were taken before and after the cold acclimation period. Cold

acclimation did not affect oxygen consumption in any of the respiratory states analyzed.

Particularly, state 4 respiration, reflecting mitochondrial proton leak, was similar before and

after cold acclimation (125.9 ± 11.2 vs. 138.8 ± 11.8 pmol/(s*mg)/(MtDNA copy numbers)

× 10.000, respectively; Figure 2B). In addition, also the maximally coupled (state 3) and

maximally uncoupled (state U, reflecting the capacity of the electron transport chain)

respiration remained unchanged (Figure 2, C–E), indicating an unchanged SM oxidative

capacity.
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No effect of cold acclimation on SM respiration. (A)

Mitochondrial density (n = 16). Panels B–E represent the data

from permeabilized muscle fibers (n = 16, 8 male/8 female)

corrected for mitochondrial density, while G and H (n = 11, 5

male/6 female) and F–J (n = 9, 3 male/6 female) reflect the data

from isolated mitochondria obtained in a subset of subjects. (B) Oxygen

consumption not linked to ATP synthesis (state 4). (C) Oxygen consumption upon

substrates only (malate, malate + octanoylcarnitine, malate + glutamate; state 2).

(D) ADP-stimulated respiration (state 3) fuelled by various complex I– and complex

II–linked substrates. (E) Maximally uncoupled respiration upon the chemical

uncoupler FCCP. (F) Mitochondrial oxygen consumption not linked to ATP synthesis

(state 4) on pyruvate and palmitoyl-CoA + carnitine. (G) Mean EC  value of

palmitate concentration-response curves. (H) Mean Vmax of palmitate

concentration-response curves. (I) ADP-stimulated respiration (state 3). (J)

Maximally uncoupled respiration upon FCCP fueled by pyruvate or palmitoyol-CoA

+ carnitine. The effects of cold acclimation on all SM parameters were tested with

paired-samples t tests. Black and white bars represent the values before and after

cold acclimation, respectively. Values are expressed as means with SEM. M,

malate; G, glutamate; S, succinate; O, octanoyl-carnitine.

For a more in-depth analysis of mitochondrial uncoupling upon cold acclimation, we also

isolated SM mitochondria. In these mitochondria, “basal” mitochondrial oxygen

consumption not related to ATP production, i.e., state 4 or leak respiration, was then

analyzed on 2 different substrates (i.e., pyruvate and palmitoyl-CoA). In parallel with our

findings in the permeabilized muscle fibers, also state 4 respiration fueled by single

substrates in isolated mitochondria was unchanged upon cold acclimation (Figure 2F).

Since it is well known that fatty acids (FAs) are capable of stimulating mitochondrial

respiration that is not coupled to ATP production (i.e., FA-induced uncoupling), possibly

due to activation of proteins that facilitate proton leak (20), we next tested the sensitivity of

the mitochondria for the uncoupling effects of FAs both before and after cold acclimation.

As expected, FAs (palmitate) stimulated leak respiration in SM mitochondria in a dose-
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dependent manner (data not shown). Calculated half-maximal effective concentration

(EC ) values (163.1 ± 157.1 vs. 188.6 ± 114.6 nM free palmitate) and Vmax values (2999.5

± 1072.4 before and 2866.1 ± 883.9 pmol O /s/mg mitochondrial protein after cold

acclimation) were, however, similar, indicating a comparable sensitivity for FA-induced

uncoupling before and after the cold acclimation period (Figure 2, G and H). Finally, also

maximally coupled (state 3) and maximally uncoupled (state U) respiration remained

unchanged upon cold acclimation, both when fueled by either the carbohydrate-derived

substrate pyruvate or the FA-derived substrate palmitoyl-CoA (plus carnitine) (P > 0.05;

Figure 2, I and J).

Taken together, these results do not support the notion that an enhanced SM

mitochondrial uncoupling underlies the increased NST upon cold acclimation, which is in

line with the 2012 PET tracer study by Ouellet et al., who showed that SM does not

contribute to NST (4).

“Browning” of white adipose tissue. Although BAT seems to be the main site for NST in

rodents (10), recent findings indicate that within white adipose tissue (WAT), UCP1-

positive, “inducible” cells can be found (21). These cells are called beige (22) or brite (23)

adipocytes. Upon activation, these beige/brite cells resemble morphology (many small fat

vacuoles and many mitochondria) and function (heat production) of brown adipocytes.

Based on cell-specific markers, recent data, also from our group, support a mixed

composition of white and beige/brite adipocytes in human depots that were identified as

BAT (22). In accordance, Sharp et al. (24) recently confirmed that human BAT can be

categorized as beige/brite and not “classical” BAT. In that perspective, recruiting

beige/brite cells and transdifferentiation of WAT into beige/brite might be potential targets

in body weight regulation. We therefore measured mRNA expression of several BAT, WAT

and beige/brite markers in subcutaneous abdominal fat tissue collected before and after

the cold acclimation period (real-time RT-PCR primer sequences in Supplemental Table 1

and Supplemental Methods; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:

10.1172/JCI68993DS1 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1172/JCI68993DS1)). None of the measured

browning markers were significantly altered in subcutaneous WAT after 10 days of cold

acclimation (P > 0.05; Supplemental Table 2). These results indicate that cold acclimation

did not induce browning of cells within abdominal subcutaneous WAT. A stronger cold

stimulation or a longer time period of acclimation might be required for the more general

browning of the subcutaneous adipose tissue depot. We also examined gene expression
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of the same markers in SM tissue. A significant upregulation in PPARγ (1.03 ± 0.25 before

and 1.19 ± 0.34 AU after; P < 0.05) and adiponectin was found (1.07 ± 0.71 before and

1.76 ± 1.42 AU after; P < 0.05; Supplemental Table 2).

The effects on body temperatures, skin perfusion, blood pressure, and blood values. The

individualized cooling protocol used to activate BAT lowered mean skin temperature from

35.2 ± 0.8°C (thermoneutral) to 31.8 ± 1.2°C (mild cold). However, no changes in body

temperatures (both skin and core) before and during cold exposure after cold acclimation

were detected (Table 3). Hand skin blood flow during cold exposure was reduced to a

larger extent after the cold acclimation (–78% ± 17% before, and –88% ± 9% afterwards;

P < 0.05; Table 3). Systolic blood pressure and mean arterial pressure (MAP) during

thermoneutral conditions decreased significantly after cold acclimation (MAP from 82.8 ±

6.8 to 79.5 ± 5.1 mmHg, P < 0.05). Before and after cold acclimation, the same values

during cold exposure were found due to a stronger increase in MAP (Table 3). All values

were within normal ranges of young adult humans (25). Blood values during the

thermoneutral condition of insulin, glucose, free FAs, triglycerides, T4, thyroid-stimulating

hormone (TSH), CRP, IL-6, and IL-8 did not change after cold acclimation (Table 3). Acute

cold increased plasma noradrenaline significantly to the same extent both before and after

cold acclimation (from 332.6 ± 123.6 during thermoneutral to 867.5 ± 237.4 ng/l during

mild cold conditions before [P < 0.01] and from 355.4 ± 127.7 during thermoneutral to

916.7 ± 282.7 ng/l [P < 0.01] during mild cold conditions after the cold acclimation period;

Table 3), as previously described (26, 27). There were no changes in adrenalin levels upon

acute cold stimulation. However, cold acclimation resulted in lower adrenalin levels during

thermoneutrality (41.7 ± 17.8 before and 33.7 ± 16.9 ng/l afterwards; P < 0.05) and higher

levels during mild cold stimulation (34.6 ± 11.8 before and 39.9 ± 18.6 ng/l after cold

acclimation; P < 0.01).
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Skin perfusion, blood pressure, and body temperatures under

thermoneutral conditions and during mild cold exposure, and

blood values, before and after cold acclimation

Changes in subjective responses during cold acclimation. During the cold acclimation

period, subjects completed visual analogue scales (VAS scales) (28) on sensation, thermal

comfort, and shivering at several time points after entering the cold room (Supplemental

Figure 1 and Supplemental Methods). A lower incremental AUC (iAUC) indicates a

sensation closer to neutral, lower self-reported shivering, and more comfort. The iAUC

decreased with 57% for sensation (P < 0.05), 61% for self-reported shivering (P < 0.01),

and 72% (P < 0.01) for comfort. This indicates that, after cold acclimation, the environment

is judged as warmer and more comfortable and that self-reported shivering decreased

during cold exposure (Figure 3).

(/articles/view/68993/figure/3)Figure 3
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Graphical reflection of VAS scales. A higher sensation and

thermal comfort and lower self-reported shivering were reported

on day 10 as compared with day 3. The iAUC decreased with

57%, 72%, and 61% for sensation, thermal comfort, and self-

reported shivering respectively (P < 0.05; P < 0.01; P < 0.01,

respectively). This was tested with a paired-samples t test.

Values are expressed as means with SEM. Black squares

represent the third day of acclimation (first time 6 hours cold exposure); white

squares represent the tenth day.
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[—] Discussion

There has been revitalized interest in BAT after the discovery of functional BAT in human

adults in 2009 (1, 2, 13), not in the least because BAT activation may be able to counteract

obesity and type 2 diabetes (27, 29). Although extensive data are available on the plasticity

of this tissue in rodents (10, 30), there is an urgent need for studies focusing on BAT

recruitment in humans. The current study shows, for what we believe is the first time,

highly significant BAT recruitment in human adults after a 10-day period of cold

acclimation. Detectable BAT volume increased significantly, by 37%, comparable to the

changes occurring in rodents (23, 31). Cold-induced glucose uptake rate expressed in

μmol/min/100 g did not increase significantly. However, the combination of both an

increased maximal glucose uptake (SUV max) and an increase in detectable volume points

toward an increased activity and recruitment of brown adipocytes, as is supported by

visual inspections of the PET images (Figure 1, C and D). It should be noted, however, that

count spilling caused by the finite resolution of the PET-imaging process is responsible for

an overestimation of true active BAT volume both before and after cold acclimation. This

study shows that BAT activity and detectable BAT volume, before and after cold

acclimation, are similar in females and males. An increase in NST was found after cold

acclimation. Moreover, maximal BAT activity was related to NST before and after cold

acclimation. Our results are in line with the study by Davis in 1961 (11). The increase in

NST upon acute cold exposure in our study was 11% before and 18% after cold

acclimation, whereas in the Davis study, using a somewhat longer cold acclimation period

with lower temperatures, the average increase in NST after cold acclimation was 34%. The

lower NST, both before and after acclimation, in our study may be explained by the use of

different cold exposure protocols, as we used individualized mild cold exposure to ensure

absence of shivering. These results therefore indicate that human BAT contributes to NST

and to the increase of NST during acclimation. These results are in line with an acclimation

experiment from our laboratory (32) of even shorter duration (3 days) and under

continuous mild cold (16°C). That study revealed a significant increase in total daily energy

expenditure (TDEE) without shivering (TDEE increased from 11.5 ± 0.0.1 to 12.1 ± 0.2

MJ/day, corrected for fat-free mass [FFM]). No changes in RMR were found in the current

study. The relatively short duration (6 hours/day) in combination with intermittent cold

exposure may have been the reason for this. RMR increases are mediated by the thyroid

hormone axis. Generally, an increase in thyroid hormone (T3) achieves its effect on RMR

after a time span of 7–14 days of continuous cold exposure (33). In this study no changes
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in thyroid hormones (TSH, FT4) were found, probably due to the intermittent cold exposure

and the short duration of the intervention. No changes in noradrenaline levels were found

upon cold acclimation, and adrenaline levels were significantly lower in thermoneutral

condition, which is in line with the trend found by Vybíral et al. (34), with winter swimmers

having a nonsignificant (trend) lower adrenalin level during cold exposure when compared

with control subjects. A possible explanation might be an increased sensibility of the

receptor. Cold-induced BAT recruitment may be important in the regulation of body weight

and prevention of obesity. However, in the current study, no significant changes in body

weight and body composition were observed, which may indicate that increased energy

expenditure was compensated by increased food intake or reduced physical activity.

Alternatively, for measurable changes in body composition, a longer cold acclimation

period may be needed, and future studies with a similar setup, but with an increased

duration and with inclusion of dietary instructions, are needed.

Previously we have shown a positive relation between changes in SM mitochondrial

uncoupling and the increase in 24-hour energy expenditure after 3 days of mild cold

exposure (19, 35). In this study, we could not confirm a relation between changes in NST

and SM uncoupling as assessed in permeabilized muscle fibers. Also, a more in-depth

analysis of mitochondrial respiration in isolated mitochondria did not reveal changes in

mitochondrial uncoupling. Although the type (continuous vs. intermittent) and duration (3

vs. 10 days) of cold exposure may contribute to this discrepancy in results, the present

study shows that changes in mitochondrial uncoupling capacity in SM did not relate to the

increased NST after cold acclimation in humans.

From cell culture studies, it is now well established that there are 2 distinct types of BAT

cells, one derived from myf5-positive lineage (36), called the classical BAT cells, and myf5-

negative, called inducible BAT, or beige or brite cells (22, 23). Based on cell-specific

markers and on UCP1 (characteristic of both BAT and beige/brite cells), this study did not

show browning of abdominal subcutaneous WAT upon cold acclimation. Possible

increases in beige/brite cells may have been under the detection level, or browning in

deeper depots (visceral, deeper subcutaneous) may have occurred. Unfortunately, we are

unable to take WAT biopsies from these areas in our lean, healthy subjects. Furthermore, it

remains possible that a longer cold stimulation period may result in a more general

browning of human WAT.
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MAP during thermoneutrality was reduced after cold acclimation, and a stronger reduction

in skin perfusion upon acute cold exposure at the hand was found. The latter may indicate

that next to a metabolic response to cold acclimation (increase in NST), also an insulative

response has occurred. Together, these physiological adaptations are in line with the

change in subjective reporting on cold sensation, as subjects judged the environment

warmer, felt more comfortable in the cold, and reported less shivering, indicating that cold

was better tolerated. These changes in comfort also indicate that daily mild cold exposure

might be a feasible therapy against the obesity pandemic. Earlier studies have shown that

temporal exposures to 17°C are acceptable for both adults and the elderly (37).

Introducing indoor temperature variations in dwellings and offices may therefore activate

BAT and NST and thus impose a healthier indoor environment.

In conclusion, the present study shows that repeated intermittent cold exposures recruited

BAT in humans and that this was accompanied by an increase in NST. BAT presence and

activity were not different between males and females, both before and after the cold

acclimation period. SM mitochondrial uncoupling did not contribute to the increased NST.

In addition, the subjective experience of cold shifted to a more comfortable experience.

Although more prolonged studies are warranted, a variable indoor environment with

frequent cold exposures might be an acceptable and economic manner of increasing

energy expenditure and may contribute to counteracting the current obesity epidemic.

[—] Methods

Subjects

All subjects were studied between December 2011 and May 2012. No effect of the cold

acclimation on the anthropometric parameters was found (Table 1). All females were on

oral contraceptives with the active substances ethinyl estradiol and levonorgestrel and

were not measured during their menstruation period to minimize hormonal effects on

thermoregulation (38, 39). Exclusion criteria were diabetes mellitus, pregnancy, physical

activity more than twice a week, use of beta blockers, and a history of cardiovascular

diseases and asthma or other pulmonary obstructive diseases.

Study design
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Subjects were exposed to an environmental temperature of 15–16°C for 10 consecutive

days: 2 hours on the first day, 4 hours on the second day, and 6 hours per day for the

remaining days. Before and after this period the following measurements were performed.

In the morning, after an overnight fast, an abdominal subcutaneous fat biopsy (∼1 g) was

taken, 6–8 cm lateral from the umbilicus under local anesthesia (2% lidocaine) by needle

biopsy. Subsequently, a muscle biopsy from musculus vastus lateralis was taken

according to the technique of Bergström (40). On a separate day, body composition was

determined by means of dual x-ray absorptiometry (type discovery A; Hologic) and was

followed by an individualized mild cold experiment. To define BAT activity, [ F]FDG-

PET/CT-imaging was used. For this purpose, subjects were measured in the afternoon

after a 4-hour fasting period and were asked to refrain from exercise 24 hours before the

measurements. A cannula was inserted in the left antecubital vein for blood sampling

during thermoneutral and mild cold conditions and injection of the tracer. On 14 ISO-

defined (41) sites, iButtons (Maxim Integrated Products) were placed and subjects

swallowed a telemetric pill (CoreTemp HT150002; HQ Inc.) for skin and core temperature

measurements, respectively. A pressure cuff (Cresta) to measure blood pressure and a

chest strap (Polar T31; Polar) for measurement of heart rate were attached. Laser Doppler

probes were attached for skin perfusion measurements at the ventral side of the hand at

the base of the thumb, at the ventral side of the forearm halfway between the elbow and

the wrist (Perimed PF4000; Perimed), at the ventral side of the hallux, and at the abdomen

halfway between the umbilicus and the left lateral side of the body (Perimed PF5000;

Perimed). Energy expenditure was measured continuously by means of a ventilated hood

system (Omnical; Jaeger).

Cold acclimation

During the cold acclimation, subjects performed sedentary activities, such as studying and

watching TV, and were instructed to refrain from physical activity. In the cold room,

subjects were dressed in shorts and T-shirts. Every 2 hours, a cup with soup or tea was

offered, and sandwiches were freely available.

Subjective responses during cold acclimation

On prescribed time points (t = 0, t = 20, t = 40, t = 60, t = 90, t = 120, t = 180, t = 240, t =

300, and t = 360) after entering the cold room, subjects completed VAS scales on

sensation, thermal comfort and shivering (Supplemental Figure 1 displays an example of

VAS scales completed). The responses of the third day (first time 6-hours cold exposure)
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were compared with the responses of the tenth day by means of a paired sample t test.

The iAUC was calculated to gain more insight in the general effect of the cold acclimation.

In total, 13 subjects (7 female/6 male) completed the VAS scales.

Individualized cooling protocol to define BAT presence and activity

Subjects were wrapped in a water-perfused suit, which is suitable for use inside the

scanner. The protocol started with a thermoneutral period of 45 minutes, followed by the

individualized cooling protocol. Each subject was cooled down (water temperature was

lowered by 4°C every 15 minutes) until shivering occurred. After this, subjects were

warmed up for 5 minutes so that shivering disappeared, and finally the suit temperature

was set slightly above the temperature at which shivering occurred. An estimate of suit

temperature was obtained by the average of the inlet and outlet. After 30 minutes of mild

cold exposure, the subjects were transported toward the scanner for [ F]FDG-PET/CT

imaging.

PET/CT scanning protocol

While subjects were inside the PET/CT scanner, mild cold stimulation continued. Imaging

started with a low-dose CT scan (30 mAs, 120 kV), immediately followed by a one-hour

dynamic PET scan. At the start of the PET-scanning protocol, subjects were injected with

74 MBq of [ F]FDG intravenously. Images were reconstructed according to the following

time frames: 10 × 15 seconds, 5 × 30 seconds, 5 × 60 seconds, 5 × 120 seconds, and 8 ×

300 seconds. After the dynamic scan, a static scan as described earlier (1) was performed.

The PET image was used to determine the [ F]FDG uptake, and the CT image was used

for PET attenuation correction and localization of the [ F]FDG uptake sites. The voxel size

of reconstructed PET and CT image sets were 4 × 4 × 4 mm  and 1.172 × 1.172 × 4 mm ,

respectively.

PET analysis

The scans were analyzed using PMOD software (version 3.0; PMOD Technologies). Both

the researcher (Anouk A.J.J. van der Lans) and an experienced nuclear medicine physician

(Boudewijn Brans) interpreted the PET/CT images. We define BAT activity as glucose

uptake in fat tissue. The static scan expressed this as SUV mean, with maximal SUV as

the maximum value in that region. BAT volume in this study was obtained from PET

activity values and called detectable BAT volume. Besides the static scan, we also
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performed a dynamic scan to define glucose uptake rate in BAT. The latter was used to

construct time activity curves (TACs) of the supraclavicular regions, and the aortic arch

was used as an image-derived input function. Glucose uptake rates were calculated using

Patlak curve fitting (42) and a lumped constant of 1.14 (43). For the static scan, the regions

of interest were manually outlined, and we used a threshold of 1.5 SUV and Hounsfield

units between –10 and –180 to define BAT, as described earlier (26).

SM respiration

After the biopsy, a portion of the muscle tissue was directly frozen in melting isopentane

and stored at –80°C for determination of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) copy number (ratio

ND1 to LPL), as described previously (44).

Permeabilization of muscle fibers. A small portion (∼30 mg) of the muscle tissue was

immediately placed in ice-cold preservation medium (BIOPS; OROBOROS Instruments).

Muscle fibers were permeabilized with saponin according to the technique of Veksler et al.

(45). After completion of the permeabilization protocol, oxygen consumption was

quantified polarographically using a 2-chamber Oxygraph (OROBOROS Instruments) as

described earlier (44, 46). Briefly, state 2 respiration was measured after the addition of

malate plus glutamate or malate plus octanoyl-carnitine. Subsequently, ADP was added to

evaluate state 3 respiration. Coupled respiration was then maximized via addition of

succinate. Finally, the chemical uncoupler FCCP was titrated to evaluate the maximal

capacity of the electron transport chain (state U) or oligomycin was added to determine

respiration not coupled to ATP synthesis (state 4). The integrity of the outer mitochondrial

membrane was evaluated by addition of cytochrome c upon maximal coupled respiration.

All measurements were performed in quadruplets. One muscle biopsy failed before cold

acclimation; therefore the values presented are from 16 subjects in total (8 male/8 female).

Mitochondrial isolation. If sufficient biopsy material was obtained, SM mitochondria were

isolated as previously described (47) with minor modifications. Briefly, biopsy samples

(∼200 mg) were placed in ice-cold isolation buffer (100 mmol/l sucrose, 100 mmol/l KCl, 50

mmol/l Tris HCl, 1 mmol/l KH PO , 0.1 mmol/l EGTA, 0.2% FA-free BSA [wt/vol], pH 7.4)

and finely minced with precooled scissors followed by an enzymatic digestion with

protease (Subtilisin A; Sigma-Aldrich) on ice. The muscle pieces were then homogenized

in a glass potter tube, and the homogenate was transferred to a centrifuge tube and

centrifuged at 1000 g for 10 minutes at 4°C. The resulting supernatant was filtered through

cheesecloth, transferred to a centrifuge tube. and centrifuged at 10000 g for 10 minutes at
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4°C. The resulting mitochondrial pellet was resuspended in a small (∼20 μl) amount of

isolation buffer, and protein content was determined by Fluram assay as previously

described (48). Subsequently, high-resolution respirometry was performed using 0.1 mg of

mitochondria in a medium consisting of 100 mM sucrose, 20 mK K -Tes (pH 7.2), 50 mM

KCl, 2 mM MgCl , 1 mM EDTA, 4 mM KH PO , 3 mM malate. and 0.1% of FA-free BSA.

Three different protocols were performed. In protocol 1, mitochondria in the presence of 5

mM pyruvate as a substrate and oligomycin (1 μg/ml) to block ATP synthesis (state 4

respiration), were automatically titrated with increasing levels of palmitate (dissolved in

50% ethanol) by a titration pump (OROBOROS Instruments) while respiration was

monitored. This protocol was performed in duplicate.

The free concentrations of FAs were calculated using the equation described by Richieri et

al. (49). Data for FA concentration response curves were analyzed with the 5-parameter

logistic curve fit option of the Sigmaplot 8.0 application.

In protocols 2 and 3, mitochondrial respiration was assessed upon carbohydrate-derived

(5 mM pyruvate) and FA-derived (50 μM palmitoyl-CoA plus 2 mM carnitine) substrates,

respectively. Subsequently, maximal coupled (state 3) respiration was initiated by the

addition of 1 mM of ADP. State 4 respiration was measured as the leak respiration

following addition of 1 μg/ml oligomycin. Maximal oxygen flux rates (state U) were

obtained by titration of the chemical uncoupler FCCP.

From the muscle tissue taken, we managed to isolate mitochondria from 11 subjects (5

male/6 female) for the FA-induced uncoupling (protocol 1), and due to limitations in

available mitochondria, we remained with 9 subjects (3 male/6 female) in the remaining 2

protocols.

WAT browning

Abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue was rinsed from blood, immediately snap frozen,

and stored at –80°C for future analyses. Total RNA was isolated from human adipose and

muscle biopsies by TRI Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich) extraction and purification using QIAGEN

RNeasy Mini Columns according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Then 900 ng of total

RNA was reverse transcribed and analyzed using Applied Biosystems Real-time PCR

Systems using the ΔΔCT method. Relative gene expression was normalized to TATA

boxing-binding protein (tbp) mRNA levels. Similar results were obtained when relative

+
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expression levels were normalized to 2 additional housekeeping genes: β-2-microglobulin

(B2M) and cyclophilin A (PPIA). Technical replicates were performed, and similar results

were observed. Relative gene expression of UCP1, CIDEA, PRDM16, PGC1a, AP2,

PPARγ, adiponectin, adipsin, leptin, FNDC5, TMEM26, and CD137 both in WAT and in SM

tissue was analyzed (real-time RT-PCR Primer Sequences in Supplemental Table 1 and

Supplemental Methods).

Blood analysis

Blood was collected for analyses of several blood parameters. Plasma concentrations of

glucose (ABX Glucose HK CP, Radiometer, Horiba ABX), free glycerol (Glycerol kit; R-

Biopharm), and total glycerol (ABX Triglycerides CP, Radiometer, Horiba ABX) were

determined on a COBAS FARA centrifugal spectrophotometer (Roche Diagnostica).

Triglyceride levels were calculated by using the difference in total and free glycerol. Plasma

catecholamines were determined using reagents from Recipe (Recipe Chemicals and

Instruments) and analyzed on HPLC and by electrochemical detection. Serum insulin was

analyzed with a Human Insulin Specific RIA Kit (Millipore) on a Gamma Counter (2470

Automatic Gamma Counter Wizard; Wallac, PerkinElmer). Serum TSH was measured by

an Electrochemiluminescence Immunoassay Kit on a COBAS 6000 system (Roche

Diagnostica), and free thyroxin (FT4) was analyzed by a solid-phase time-resolved

fluoroimmunoassay FT4 kit on an AutoDELFIA system (PerkinElmer). Plasma inflammatory

marker C-reactive protein (CRP) was measured with a particle-enhanced

immunoturbidimetric assay on a COBAS c311 system (Roche Diagnostics GmbH), and IL-

6 and IL-8 were measured with a chemiluminescent immunometric assay on an IMMULITE

1000 system (Siemens).

Statistics

Statistical analyses were performed with PASW Statistics 20.0 for Mac (SPSS). Two-sided

paired sample t tests were used to compare findings between thermoneutral and mild cold

conditions and to test the acclimation effects. Two-sided independent sample t tests were

used to compare findings between men and women. Spearman rank correlation was used

to identify correlations between variables. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Study approval



The ethics committee of Maastricht University Medical Centre+ approved the study

protocol, and all subjects provided written informed consent. All procedures were

conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.
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